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We extend the rewriting system defined by Guo et al. in order to characterize closure properties
of synchronization languages. The extension is shown to have well-known properties of commu-
tation systems and to be the rewriting system which suits the synchronization languages best. We
give a characterization of finite synchronization languages in terms of languages closed under the
extension. C° 2001 Academic Press
The use of formal languages as models of concurrency owes much to the work of Hoare [7]. The
models based on Hoare languages, like deterministic transition systems or synchronization trees (see
Winskel and Nielsen [12]), comes from the following idea: the behaviour of a distributed system can
be described by the set of possible sequences of actions, the actions are supposed to be instantaneous
and atomic. This is the interleaving semantic in which the parallelism is reduced to nondeterminism
(see Castellano et al. [1] and Sassone et al. [9] for a comparison between interleaving semantic and
noninterleaving semantic). The synchronization languages, introduced by Guo et al. [5, 6], describe
the behaviour of distributed systems and lie within the framework of interleaving semantic but use, in
addition, the splitting of actions in start and termination. The split of actions allows one to represent a
noninstantaneous action with two instantaneous actions, its start and its termination. When we consider
the actions as instantaneous, some structural aspects of concurrency cannot be described. For example,
if we split actions in tree parts, a parallel execution a k b D abC ba becomes a k b D a1a2a3b1b2b3C
a1a2b1a3b2b3 C a1a2b1b2a3b3C etc. The splitting of actions can be used as a simple way to make
refinement of actions or as a way to show the duration of actions (see the works of Vogler [11] and van
Glabbeck and Vaandrager [10]). The synchronization languages have been created to control executions
of distributed applications so it was necessary to distinguish sequences like ab and ba from a real parallel
execution (especially when two actions cannot be executed in parallel!). Thanks to the use of starts and
terminations of actions, this distinction can be made.
Synchronization languages correspond with synchronization expressions introduced by Govindarajan
et al. [4] within the framework of the ParC project. These expressions are high-level constructs which
allow a programmer to express minimal synchronization constraints of a program in a distributed
context. The specificity of this tool is its utilization because it is used to build distributed applications
and not to study applications “a posteriori.” Using expressions, we can allow actions to be executed
in parallel (operator k) or conversely impose that actions have to be executed in sequence (operator
!) or in exclusion (operator j). The study of these expressions is based on synchronization languages
which allow to implement expressions and to specify their semantic. These languages are built from
expressions: with each operator on expressions corresponds an operator on languages (concatenation,
star product, union, intersection and shuffle product), therefore we obtain regular languages.
Guo et al. [5, 6] propose a characterization of synchronization languages based on a rewriting system
named R. One part of this system is a semicommutation; using this part, we can put in sequence actions
which occur in parallel. The second part of the system is a generalized partial commutation; using this
part, we can rewrite a word corresponding with a parallel execution in a word with the same parallelism
degree. The synchronization languages have been shown to be closed under the rewriting system R by
Guo et al. [6] and the converse was conjectured.
We have shown in [3] that this conjecture was true in the particular case of languages defined
over alphabets of two actions but false in the general case. After the presentation of synchronization
expressions and languages, we propose, in Section 3, an extension of the closure function. In Section 4,
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this new function is shown to have many elementary classical properties of commutation systems (R
misses these properties). In Section 5, we study properties of projections over subalphabets of two
actions. In Section 6, we show that our function suits the best to synchronization languages even if
we know that it is not completely satisfactory. We give a characterization of finite synchronization
languages in terms of languages closed under our function.
1. PRELIMINARIES
In the following text 6 is the alphabet of actions. We shall denote alph(w) the alphabet of a word w,
jwj the length of w and jwjx the number of occurrences of the letter x in the word w. A word u is said
to be a factor (respectively, left factor) of a word v, if there exists two words v1 and v2 of 6⁄ such that
v D v1uv2 (respectively, if there exist a word v1 of 6⁄ such that v D uv1). A language M is said to
be a factor of a language L (respectively, left factor) if there exist two languages L1 and L2 such that
L D L1:M:L2 (respectively, if there exists a language L1 such that L D M:L1). The set of iterating
factors of a language L is the set fu 2 6⁄ j 9v;w 2 6⁄ such that vu⁄w µ Lg.
We denote 5Y (w) the projection of w onto the subalphabet Y , i.e., the image of w by the morphism
5Y defined by: for each x 2 6, if x 2 Y then 5Y (x) D x , else 5Y (x) D ", " denotes the empty word.
We denote u tt v the shuffle product of two words u and v:
u tt v D fu1v1u2v2 : : : unvn j ui 2 6⁄; vi 2 6⁄; u D u1u2 : : : un; v D v1v2 : : : vng:
Let us consider a rewriting system R. We shall write u !R v if there is a rule fi! fl in R and two
words w and w0 such that u D wfiw0 and v D wflw0.
We say that there exists a derivation from u to v denoted by u !⁄R v if there are wordsw0; w1; : : : ; wn ,
(n ‚ 0), such thatw0 D u; wn D v, and for each i < n; wi !R wiC1. The integer n is called derivation
length. When we have u !⁄R v with a known derivation of length n, we shall also write: u !nR v. We
denote fR(u) D fv 2 6⁄ j u !⁄R vg and fR(L) D
S
u2L fR(u).
2. SYNCHRONIZATION EXPRESSIONS
2.1. Synchronization Expressions Description
The synchronization constructs developed in the parallel programming language ParC relieve the
programmer of implementing synchronization constraints, he just has to specify necessary constraints.
Expressions over statement tags named synchronization expressions express the constraints. This tool
allows one to elaborate a parallel language based on a sequential language without any change of the
structure of the language, so this approach is very interesting.
In ParC the programmer does not have to use low-level constructs to specify parallelism and syn-
chronization, the designers of ParC propose the following tools:
† shared variables with scopes,
† instructions PEXEC (execution of several statements in parallel) PFOR (parallel FOR without
synchronization constraints) and SFOR (parallel FOR with synchronization constraints),
† tags which identify the execution of a statement,
† synchronization expressions over tags.
In parallel languages, many processes can be executed during the same time, the use of tags allows
one to express synchronization constraints. The tags are not considered as an enter point but as an
identifier of the execution of a complete statement. Moreover, tags allow the programmer to define the
synchronization with any granularity he chooses.
The choice of tags as a base of synchronization expressions is interesting because:
† the size of the grain can vary,
† there is no need to modify the program to express synchronization constraints,
† it is very easy to modify constraints.
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Synchronization expressions allow one to describe the behaviour of the application: a statement can
be executed immediately if its execution satisfies constraints described by the expression, if it does not,
the execution is delayed.
A synchronization expression may be:
1. a statement tag or " for no action,
2. if e1 and e2 are synchronization expressions:
† (e1 ! e2) which imposes that the execution of e2 starts only after the end of the execution
of e1,
† (e1 k e2) which allows the executions of e1 and e2 to overlap. Because of the definition of k,
a same statement tag cannot appear in both operands of k,
† (e1 j e2) which specifies that either e1 or e2 can be executed but not both,
3. (e1&e2) which imposes that the execution satisfies both expressions e1 and e2,
† (e⁄1) which allows the execution of e1 to be repeated an arbitrary number of times.
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let us consider the following constraints: statements c and d can be executed only
after the end of a and b but there is no synchronization constraint between a and b and between c and
d, so this leads to the expression (a k b)! (c k d).
EXAMPLE 2.2. A statement b can be executed only after the end of a statement a and a statement d
can be executed only after the end of the statements a and c, this can be represented by the graph
c - d
@
@
@
@R
a - b
This corresponds to the expression ((a! b) k (c! d)) & ((a! d) k b k c).
Formally, the set of expressions over an alphabet 6, denoted by SE(6) is inductively defined by:
DEFINITION 2.1. The set of expressions over an alphabet 6,
SE(6) µ (6 [ f!;&; j; k; ⁄; (; )g)⁄;
is the smallest set such that:
† 6 [ f"g µ SE(6),
† 8 e1; e2 2 SE(6); (e1 ! e2); (e1 j e2); (e1 & e2); (e⁄1) 2 SE(6),
† 8 e1; e2 2 SE(6) such that alph(e1) \ alph(e2) D ; (with alph(e) the set of tags used to write
e) , (e1 k e2) 2 SE(6).
Synchronization languages are associated with synchronization expressions, these languages give
a precise semantic description of the expressions and allow to implement them: the control structure
of a program in ParC is the automaton of the language associated with the expression written by the
programmer. Moreover, using languages it is possible to decide the inclusion or the equivalence of two
expressions, it suffices to test the inclusion or the equality of the associated languages, so a compiler
can check the coherence of programs.
2.2. Synchronization Languages
With a synchronization expression, we associate a language describing all the executions which
respect the constraints expressed by the expression. So, the language corresponds with the possible
execution traces. From an expression e 2 SE(6), we construct a language L(e) 2 (6s [ 6t )⁄ with 6s
and 6t defined by:
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let 6 be a finite alphabet. The alphabets 6s and 6t are defined by:
6s D fas j a 2 6g and 6t D fat j a 2 6g:
With each action labelled by a letter a correspond, in the alphabet of a synchronization language,
the letters as (s meaning start) and at (t meaning termination). These two letters mark the beginning
and the end of the execution of the action a. The words of the language we obtain show the duration of
actions and their real concurrency.
DEFINITION 2.3. Let6 be the alphabet of tags or actions. The language L(e) µ (6s [6t )⁄ associated
with the expression e 2 SE(6) is defined by:
† L(") D ",
† for each action a, L(a) D asat ,
† if e D e1 ! e2 then L(e) D L(e1):L(e2),
† if e D e1 j e2 then L(e) D L(e1) [ L(e2),
† if e D e1 & e2 then L(e) D L(e1) \ L(e2),
† if e D e1 k e2 then L(e) D L(e1) tt L(e2),
† if e D e⁄1 then L(e) D (L(e1))⁄.
Clearly, by construction, synchronization languages are regular languages. Moreover, they are st-
languages:
DEFINITION 2.4. A language L µ (6s [ 6t )⁄ is an st-language if and only if for each x 2 6,
5fxs ;xt g(L) µ (xs xt )⁄. A word is an st-word if and only if it is included in an st-language. We denote
ST6 the language which contains all the st-words over the alphabet of actions 6 (that is to say the
alphabet 6s [6t ).
EXAMPLE 2.3. For e D a k b we obtain the language:
L(e) D fasat bsbt ; asbsat bt ; asbsbt at ; bsasat bt ; bsasbt at ; bsbt asat g:
2.3. Synchronization Languages Characterization
Guo et al. [6] propose a characterization of synchronization languages in terms of languages closed
under a rewriting system. They define the following rewriting system:
DEFINITION 2.5. Let 6 be an alphabet of actions. The rewriting system R6 is defined by R6 D
R1(6) [ R4(6) with:
† R1(6) µ (6s [6t )2 £ (6s [6t )2 containing the rules r1, r2, r3 for all a; b 2 6; a 6D b,
r1 : asbs $ bsas;
r2 : at bt $ bt at ;
r3 : asbt ! bt as :
† R4(6) µ (6s [6t )⁄ £ (6s [6t )⁄ defined in the following way:
for each sequence a1; : : : ; am; b1; : : : ; bn of pairwise distinct elements of6 with m; n ‚ 1, R4 contains
the rule
a1t : : : amt a1s : : : amsb1t : : : bnt b1s : : : bns
l
b1t : : : bnt b1s : : : bnsa1t : : : amt a1s : : : ams :
Remark. When no confusion is possible, we just write R instead of R6 .
Guo et al. [6] show that:
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PROPOSITION 2.1 (Guo et al. [6]). Each synchronization language over6 is closed under the rewriting
system R.
They conjecture that:
Conjecture 1. (Guo et al. [6]) Each regular st-language defined over 6 and closed under R is a
synchronization language.
On the one hand, the synchronization languages family is interesting for itself. If we could proof
Conjecture 1 we would have a new characterization of this family and a way to decide whether a
given language is a synchronization language. On the other hand, we have seen that synchronization
languages are used to implement the execution control in a parallel programming language. With a way
to build an expression for a given language, we could propose a debugging tool based on synchronization
languages.
We have shown that Conjecture 1 is true in the particular case of languages defined over alphabets
of two actions but false in the general case.
PROPOSITION 2.2 (Clerbout et al. [3]). Each regular st-language defined over an alphabet of two
actions and closed under R is a synchronization language.
We do not have the same result in the general case (see [3]). For example, we can show two different
problems.
EXAMPLE 2.4. The regular st-language fR(bs(asat )⁄csbt (asat )⁄ct ) is closed under R but it is not a
synchronization language.
Clearly, the closure under R of this language is restricted to the closure under R1. The system R1 is a
semicommutation, using well-known properties of semicommutations (see Clerbout et al. [2]), it is easy
to show that this language is regular. After that, we use several technical lemmas to show that a syn-
chronization language which contains bs(asat )⁄csbt (asat )⁄ct also contains bs(asat )⁄csasat bt (asat )⁄ct .
This is not the case in our example.
In this example, we cannot distinguish the two groups of actions a. In the context of an expression,
if it is allowed to execute as many a as we want during a b, as many a as we want during a c and the b
during the c, then we can execute a, b, and c during the same time.
Another problem is that the rewriting system R does not satisfy any projection property such the
Projection Lemma for semicommutations (see Clerbout et al. [2]) as shown in the following example:
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let us consider two words u D asbscsat bt bsbt bsasct csat bt ct and v D asbscsct -
csat bt bsbt bsasat bt ct . For each couple of actions x and y, we have
5fxs ;xt ;ys ;yt g(u)
⁄!
R
5fxs ;xt ;ys ;yt g(v);
because
asbsat bt bsbt bsasat bt !0R asbsat bt bsbt bsasat bt ;
ascsat asct csat ct !1R ascsct csat asat ct ;
bscsbt bsbt bsct csbt ct !2R bscsct csbt bsbt bsbt ct ;
all the same, u cannot be rewritten in v under R.
Nevertheless, synchronization expressions semantic leaves us to think that such properties exist.
Therefore we propose an extension of the rewriting system R in order to solve this problem.
3. EXTENSION OF THE REWRITING SYSTEM
Our aim is to define a new rewriting system whose behaviour looks like that of R but which allows
one to solve problems like Example 2.5. However, we can note that this example can be generalized to
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each factor like at (bt bs)⁄asct cs . So, if we want to have rules like
at (bt bs)⁄asct cs ! ct csat (bt bs)⁄as;
we will get an infinite system.
We decide to use an intermediate finite system because of the following remark. It is possible to
simulate the application of a rule of R4 over a factor of two actions only using rules for factors of length
two and using marked letters:
at asbt bt ! at ¯bt a¯sbs ! bt a¯t a¯sbs ! bt a¯t ¯bsas ! bt bsat as :
In this case, we allow a commutation at bs ! bsat when the letters are marked, that is to say when we
want to “finish” the equivalent of a rule of R4. The marks are used as memory during the derivation
so, we need a number of marks equal to the number of letters in the alphabet of actions in order to
remember the rules of type R4 in progress for each of the subalphabets. So, we define a new alphabet.
With each letter of6s [6t , we associate a bounded memory represented by a subset of the alphabet of
actions. From now on we will use the following alphabets:
6 the alphabet of actions;
60 D f(x; E) j E ‰ 6 and x 2 (6s [6t )n(Es [ Et )g;
60 D f(x; ;) j x 2 6s [6t g:
The alphabet 60 is the extended alphabet: for example, the letter (as; fb; cg) corresponds with the
letter as and the set allows us to keep track of the last commutations made with this letter and letters
of subalphabets corresponding with one action. For example, b keeps a trace of the last commutation
made with a letter of the alphabet fbs; bt g.
To go from an alphabet to the other, we use morphisms. The morphism h allows one to remove the
memory by projection onto the first component:
h :60⁄ ! (6s [6t )⁄
(x; E) 7! x
The morphism g adds an empty set to a “normal” letter in order to initialize the memory,
g :(6s [6t )⁄ ! 6⁄0
x 7! (x; ;)
We also extend the definition of st-words to the words defined over 60:
DEFINITION 3.1. We set that
(u 2 60⁄ is an st-word), (h(u) is an st-word):
Two words of 60⁄ may represent the same sequence of actions but be different because of different
values of memories. We call the “skeleton” of a word u the word h(u).
The letters a, as , (at ; E) are elements of disjoint alphabets but they all represent the same action. So,
we define the action of a letter and the actions of a word:
DEFINITION 3.2. For all letter a of 6, fi(as) D fi(at ) D a and for all letter x of 60, fi(x) D fi(h(x)).
For a word u, fi(u) represents the actions of u, that is to say fi(u) D ffi(x) j x 2 alph(u)g.
Finally, we define a new rewriting system named Re6 (this is to say R6 extended) over the extended
alphabet. If no confusion can be made, the rewriting system is simply called Re.
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DEFINITION 3.3. The symmetrical rewriting system Re defined over60 contains, for x; y 2 6, x 6D y,
the rules:
s1 : (xs; E)(ys; F)! (ys; F)(xs; E) if x 62 F; y 62 E;
s2 : (xs; E)(ys; F)! (ys; F [ fxg)(xs; Enfyg) if x 62 F; y 2 E;
s3 : (xt ; E)(yt ; F)! (yt ; F)(xt ; E) if x 62 F; y 62 E;
s4 : (xt ; E)(yt ; F)! (yt ; Fnfxg)(xt ; E [ fyg) if x 2 F; y 62 E;
s5 : (xs; E)(yt ; F)! (yt ; F [ fxg)(xs; E [ fyg) if x 62 F; y 62 E;
s6 : (xt ; E)(ys; F)! (ys; Fnfxg)(xt ; Enfyg) if x 2 F; y 2 E :
The rules s1 and s2 correspond to the rule r1 of the system R, the rules s3 and s4 to the rule r2 of R,
the rule s5 to the rule r3 of R and the rule s6 allows us to commute the termination of one action with
the start of another action when the situation needs this. That way, to come back to the example of the
start of this section, we can simulate, step by step, the equivalent of a rule of R4:
EXAMPLE 3.1. We can simulate a rule at asbt bs ! bt bsat as :
(at ; ;)(as; ;)(bt ; ;)(bs; ;)! (at ; ;)(bt ; fag)(as; fbg)(bs; ;)
! (bt ; ;)(at ; fbg)(as; fbg)(bs; ;)
! (bt ; ;)(at ; fbg)(bs; fag)(as; ;)
! (bt ; ;)(bs; ;)(at ; ;)(as; ;):
Note that the sets only allow one to simulate the rules of R4, when all the commutations corresponding
with the rule of R4 are done, the sets are empty again. The use of sets never prevents us from doing
commutations corresponding with a rule of R1.
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let us give an example of derivation:
(as; ;)(bs; ;)(at ; ;)(cs; ;) (as; ;)(bt ; ;)| {z }(bs; ;)(at ; ;)(bt ; ;)(ct ; ;)
!
s5
(as; ;)(bs; ;)(at ; ;) (cs; ;)(bt ; fag)| {z }(as; fbg)(bs; ;)(at ; ;)(bt ; ;)(ct ; ;)
!
s5
(as; ;)(bs; ;) (at ; ;)(bt ; fa; cg)| {z }(cs; fbg)(as; fbg)(bs; ;)(at ; ;)(bt ; ;)(ct ; ;)
!
s4
(as; ;)(bs; ;)(bt ; fcg)(at ; fbg)(cs; fbg) (as; fbg)(bs; ;)| {z }(at ; ;)(bt ; ;)(ct ; ;)
!
s2
(as; ;)(bs; ;)(bt ; fcg)(at ; fbg) (cs; fbg)(bs; fag)| {z }(as; ;)(at ; ;)(bt ; ;)(ct ; ;)
!
s2
(as; ;)(bs; ;)(bt ; fcg) (at ; fbg)(bs; fa; cg)| {z }(cs; ;)(as; ;)(at ; ;)(bt ; ;)(ct ; ;)
!
s6
(as; ;)(bs; ;)(bt ; fcg)(bs; fcg)(at ; ;)(cs; ;)(as; ;)(at ; ;)(bt ; ;)(ct ; ;)
No marks for a and b stay at the end of the derivation because we have completed the equivalent of
a rule of R4 but on the other hand marks for b and c stay because we have made some commutations
which could be the start of a rule of R4.
Now, we can define the infinite rewriting system R06 based on the finite system Re6 (if no confusion
can be made, we simply denote R0), which will lead us to the function fR0 , extension of fR:
DEFINITION 3.4. The rewriting system R0 is defined by
R0 D
n
u ! v j u; v 2 (6s [6t )⁄ and 9w 2 h¡1(v) s.t. g(u) ⁄!
Re
w
o
:
Clearly, the functions fRe and fR0 preserve the st-property:
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Fact 3.1. We have
8u 2 h¡1(ST6); 8v 2 fRe (u); v 2 h¡1(ST6)
and
8u 2 ST6; 8v 2 fR0 (u); u 2 ST6:
We have no partial commutations because the rewrite rules of the rewriting system Re modify the
alphabets of the words. Nevertheless, by misuse of language, we say “commutation of two letters”
because we only consider the images of the letters by the morphism h. Moreover, in order to increase
readability, we use the following notation:
Notation 3.1. When commuting two letters x and y, the only elements of the sets which can be
modified are fi(x) and fi(y). So, there is no need to consider the other elements. When we apply a rule
on two letters x D (a; E) and y D (b; F), we denote the letters:
x D a if b 62 E;
x D a¯ if b 2 E;
y D b if a 62 F;
y D ¯b if a 2 F:
For example when we have the derivation
(as; ;)(bs; ;)(cs; ;)(at ; ;)(bt ; ;)(ct ; ;)
Re#
(as; ;)(bs; ;)(at ; fcg)(cs; fag)(bt ; ;)(ct ; ;);
if we want to study the rule we have used, there is no need to remember what happens to action b,
(cs; ;)(at ; ;)! (at ; fcg)(cs; fag)
can be simplified
csat ! a¯t c¯s :
The projection onto a subalphabet of two actions of letters of 60 is defined by:
DEFINITION 3.5. For each pair of actions a; b 2 6, we define the morphism 5ab by
8(x; E) 2 60; 5ab((x; E)) D
‰ (x; E \ fa; bg) if fi(x) 2 fa; bg;
" otherwise.
Notation 3.2. In order to standardize the notations, we use 5ab(u) to denote 5fas ;at ;bs ;bt g(u) if
u 2 (6s [6t )⁄.
4. BASIC LEMMAS
The transformation fR0 is based on the rewriting system Re defined above. This system satisfies many
classical properties of commutation systems. From properties of Re, we deduce properties of fR0 which
will be used in the other parts. In this section, some technical proofs are omitted. All the omitted proofs
can be found in the Appendices.
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4.1. Organization of Derivations
First, we will see that the new system we have defined suits the study of st-languages.
LEMMA 4.1. Let u 2 6⁄0 be an st-word and v be in fRe (u). For each factorization v D v1(x; E)v2;
we have
(x D as))
¡8y 2 E; jh(v1)jyt C jh(v1)jat ‚ 1¢; (1)
(x D at ))
¡8y 2 E; jh(v2)jys C jh(v2)jas ‚ 1¢: (2)
We deduce immediately from this lemma the corollary:
COROLLARY 4.1. Let u 2 6⁄0 be an st-word. We have
fRe (u) 2 g(6s)60⁄g(6t ):
From this corollary, we deduce a property of closure under fR0 :
LEMMA 4.2. Let L1; L2 µ (6s [6t )⁄ be st-languages. Then, we have
fR0 (L1:L2) D fR0 (L1):fR0 (L2)
and
fR0 (L⁄1) D (fR0 (L1))⁄:
Proof. Clearly, fR0 (L1):fR0 (L2) µ fR0 (L1:L2), so it is sufficient to show that for two st-words u1 26⁄0
and u2 26⁄0 , we have fRe (u1u2) µ fRe (u1):fRe (u2). We have the equality fRe (u1:u2) D fRe (fRe (u1):fRe (u2))
now, according to the previous corollary, since u1 and u2 are words of 6⁄0 , fRe (u1) and fRe (u2) are
words of g(6s)60⁄g(6t ). Since no rule of Re has a left part in g(6t )g(6s), we have the equality
fRe (u1:u2) D fRe (u1):fRe (u2).
From this result, we deduce immediately fR0 (L⁄1) D (fR0 (L1))⁄.
The letters second components of a word of60⁄ come from the current derivations so, some sequences
of letters of 60 cannot appear when we derive a word of 6⁄0 . We define the regular language L6 that
contains the factors of st-words of 60 which have no forbidden sub-words. The following language is
not the closure of the set of st-words of 6⁄0 , this is a greater language (for inclusion) but it is precise
enough to simplify the study in a lot of cases.
DEFINITION 4.1. We denote L6 the language of factors of st-words, defined over the alphabet 60
such that for all a; b 2 6, a 6D b,
5ab(L6) \ fas; at ; bs; bt ; a¯s; a¯t ; ¯bs; ¯bt g⁄Mabfas; at ; bs; bt ; a¯s; a¯t ; ¯bs; ¯bt g⁄ D ;:
The language Mab contains the “not allowed” factors
as ¯bs C as ¯bt C a¯s ¯bs C a¯sbt C a¯s ¯bt C at a¯s C at ¯bs C a¯t bt C a¯t ¯bt C a¯t bs C a¯t as C bsa¯s C bsa¯t
C ¯bsa¯s C ¯bsat C ¯bsa¯t C bt ¯bs C bt a¯s C ¯bt at C ¯bt a¯t C ¯bt as C ¯bt bs C (as C a¯s)(bs C ¯bs C bt )⁄ ¯bt
C a¯s(as C at C a¯t )⁄(bt C ¯bt )C (bs C ¯bs)(as C a¯s C at )⁄a¯t C ¯bs(bs C bt C ¯bt )⁄(at C a¯t ):
This language is closed under Re:
LEMMA 4.3. For all u 2 L6 , if u !⁄Re v then v 2 L6 .
The following lemma shows that it is possible to simulate the derivation of an st-factor u in (6s[6t )⁄
under R using any word of L6 whose skeleton is u.
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LEMMA 4.4. Let u 2 (6s [ 6t )⁄ be a factor of an st-word. For each v such that u !⁄R v and each
u0 such that u0 2 h¡1(u) \ L6; there exists v0 2 h¡1(v) \ L6 such that u0 !⁄Re v0.
In this part, we will consider many derivations which allow us to exchange two words without
changing their skeletons. So we will use the following notation:
Notation 4.3. Let u be in 60⁄. We denote u0; u00; u000; : : : words such that h(u) D h(u0) D h(u00) D
h(u000) D : : :
One of the differences between R and Re is that Re contains only rules which allows one to commute
two letters. We will see that this property allows us to organize the derivations.
LEMMA 4.5. Let x be in 60 and u be in 60⁄ such that fi(x) 62 fi(u) and xu 2 L6 . We have:‡
u
⁄!
Re
v and xv jvj!
Re
v0x 0
·
,
‡
xu
juj!
Re
u0x 0 and u0 ⁄!
Re
v0
·
:
LEMMA 4.6 (Basic lemma). Let u be in 60⁄ and x be in 60 such that
xu
⁄!
Re
u1x
0u2
with h(x) D h(x 0) and fi(x) 62 fi(u1). Then
u
⁄!
Re
u01u2 and xu01
ju1j!
Re
u1x
0
with h(u1) D h(u01).
4.2. Distance and Derivations
Now, it is possible to derive a word step by step, so we will define a distance notion. We take the
definition of distance used for semicommutations (Clerbout et al. [2]).
DEFINITION 4.2. Let 4 be an alphabet. We denote 4num D 4£ N.
We define inductively the application num : 4⁄ ! 4⁄num by
† num(") D ";
† 8u 2 4⁄, 8a 2 4, num(ua) D num(u)(a; juaja).
The morphism denum : 4⁄num ! 4⁄ is defined by
† 8x D (a; i) 2 4num, denum(x) D a.
Let u; v 2 4⁄ be two commutatively equivalent words. The distance from u to v, denoted d(u; v) is
equal to Card(f(a; b) 2 4num£4num j num(u) D xaybzgnf(a; b) 2 4num£4num j num(v) D xaybzg).
Note that num(u) only contains one occurrence of each letter. We extend this definition of distance
to words of 60⁄ by:
DEFINITION 4.3. Let u; v be in 60⁄, the distance between u and v is
d(u; v) D d(h(u); h(v)):
By definition, if u !⁄Re v, the distance between u and v is the lower bound of the length of derivations
from u to v. This bound can be reached:
LEMMA 4.7 (Distance lemma). Let u; v be in 60⁄ such that u !⁄Re v. We have:
(d(u; v) D k))
‡
u
k!
Re
v
·
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Proof. We show this lemma by induction on the length of u. Clearly the property holds when
juj D 0. Let u; v be in 60⁄ such that u !⁄Re v and juj D m ‚ 1. We take u D xu1 with x 2 60 then,
xu1 !⁄Re v1x 0v2 with fi(x) 62 fi(v1). According to Lemma 4.6, we have
† u1 !⁄Re v01v2;
† xv01 !iRe v1x 0 with i D jv1j.
Since ju1j D m ¡ 1, by induction hypothesis u1 ! jRe v01v2 with j D d(u1; v01v2). So xu1 !
j
Re
xv01v2 !iRe v1x 0v2. The length of the derivation is i C j D jv1j C d(u1; v01v2), since h(v1) D h(v01), we
have i C j D d(xu1; v1x 0v2).
The above-mentioned lemma allows us to enunciate the corollary:
COROLLARY 4.2. Let u; v be in 60⁄ such that u !⁄Re v; if h(u) D h(v) then u D v.
Proof. If h(u) D h(v), d(u; v) D 0 so, according to Lemma 4.7, u !0Re v hence u D v.
Now, let us show that no word can be derived into two different words which have the same skeleton.
COROLLARY 4.3. Let u; v1; v2 be in 60⁄ such that u !⁄Re v1 and u !⁄Re v2. If h(v1) D h(v2) then
v1 D v2.
Proof. All rules of Re are symmetrical so, if u !⁄Re v1 then v1 !⁄Re u, hence v1 !⁄Re v2. Since
h(v1) D h(v2), according to Corollary 4.2, we have v1 D v2.
4.3. Levi Lemma and Simplification Lemma
Thanks to the tools we have shown in the beginning of this section, we can now enunciate a Levi
Lemma for Re:
LEMMA 4.8. (Levi Lemma). Let u1; u2; v1; v2 be in 60⁄ such that
u1u2
⁄!
Re
v1v2:
We have
(
u1 !⁄Re fi1fi2;
u2 !⁄Re fl1fl2;
with fi(fi2) \ fi(fl1) D ; and
8><>:
fi2fl1 !⁄Re fl 01fi02;
fi1fl
0
1 !⁄Re v1;
fi02fl2 !⁄Re v2:
We can, as in the case of semicommutations, generalize the Levi Lemma. The definition is a little bit
technical because of the modifications of the alphabet during derivations. Nevertheless the principle is
the same as that of the Generalized Levi Lemma for semicommutations.
LEMMA 4.9 (Generalized Levi Lemma). Let u; v andw1; : : : ; wm be in60⁄ such thatw1 : : : wn !⁄Re
uv. Then for each 1 • i • n; there exist xi yi such that
wi !⁄Re xi yi
y(k)i x
(k)
iCkC1 !Re x
(kC1)
iCkC1 y
(kC1)
i
x1x
(1)
2 : : : x
(n¡1)
n !⁄Re u
y(n¡1)1 y
(n¡2)
2 : : : yn !⁄Re v
with for each i and each k; h(y(k)i ) D h(yi ); h(x (k)i ) D h(xi ) and, for each j > i; fi(yi ) \ fi(x j ) D ;.
Proof. Let us show the lemma by induction on n. If n ‚ 2, we apply the Levi Lemma 4.8 and we
have x1; y1; v1; v2 such that x1 y1 2 fRe (w1), v1v2 2 fRe (w2 : : : wn), fi(y1)\fi(v1) D ;, v01 y01 2 fRe (y1v1),
u 2 fRe (x1v01) and v 2 fRe (y01v2). Since v1v2 2 fRe (w2 : : : wn), we can apply the induction hypothesis
and, after renaming the exponents, we get the result.
We can also deduce a Simplification Lemma from Levi Lemma:
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LEMMA 4.10. Let u; v be in 60⁄. Let u1 and v1 be two words whose skeletons are respectively
commutatively equivalent to the skeletons of u and v; such that
uv
⁄!
Re
u1v1:
Then, we have
u
⁄!
Re
u1 and v
⁄!
Re
v1:
Proof. According to Levi Lemma 4.8, we have
(
u !⁄Re fi1fi2
v!⁄Re fl1fl2
and
8><>:
fi2fl1 !⁄Re fl 01fi02;
fi1fl
0
1 !⁄Re u1;
fi02fl2 !⁄Re v1;
withfi(fi2)\fi(fl1) D ;. But we know that h(u) and h(u1) are commutatively equivalent so,fl1 D fi2 D ".
Therefore, we have
u
⁄!
Re
fi1
⁄!
Re
u1 and v
⁄!
Re
fl2
⁄!
Re
v1:
From the previous lemma, we deduce:
COROLLARY 4.4 (Simplification Lemma). Let u; v be in (6s [ 6t )⁄. Let u1 and v1 be two words
respectively commutatively equivalent to u and v such that
uv!
R0
u1v1:
Then; we have
u !
R0
u1 and v!
R0
v1:
Proof. According to the definition of R0, we have
g(u)g(v) ⁄!
Re
u01v
0
1 with h(u01) D u1; h(v01) D v1:
According to Lemma 4.10, we have
g(u) ⁄!
Re
u01 and g(v)
⁄!
Re
v01:
By definition of R0,
u !
R0
u1 and v!
R0
v1:
5. PROJECTION LEMMAS
The aim of the extension of the rewriting system R is to obtain a system which verifies a Projection
Lemma like the one for semitraces (Clerbout et al. [2]). We will see that Re has the properties we want.
LEMMA 5.1. Let u; v be in 60⁄. We have‡
u
⁄!
Re
v
·
)
‡
8a; b 2 6;5ab(u) ⁄!
Re
5ab(v)
·
:
Let us show the converse of the above-mentioned lemma.
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LEMMA 5.2. Let u; v be in 60⁄. We have‡
8a; b 2 6;5ab(u) ⁄!
Re
5ab(v)
·
)
‡
u
⁄!
Re
v
·
:
From Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 we can deduce the Projection Lemma we want to have.
LEMMA 5.3 (Projection Lemma). Let u; v be in (6s [6t )⁄. We have‡
u !
R0
v
·
,
‡
8a; b 2 6;5ab(u)!
R0
5ab(v)
·
:
Proof. By definition of the projection of words of60, assume that u belongs to (6s [6t )⁄, we have
g(5ab(u)) D 5ab(g(u)) and, if w 2 60⁄, we have h(5ab(w)) D 5ab(h(w)).
The implication from left to right is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.1. Conversely if, for all
a; b 2 6, we have 5ab(v) 2 fR05ab(u), there exists wab 2 60⁄ such that wab 2 fRe (g(5ab(u))) with
h(wab) D 5ab(v). We deduce from these remarks that wab 2 fRe (5ab(g(u))) with h(wab) D 5ab(v).
Let w 2 h¡1(v) such that for each factorization w D w1(x; E)w2, we have E D
S
b26(Eb) if for
each b 2 6, wfi(x)b D v1(x; Eb)v2 with jh(v1)jx D jh(wfi(x)b)jx . By construction, for all a; b 2 6, we
have 5ab(w) D wab. According to Lemma 5.2, w 2 fRe (g(u)), moreover h(w) D v so, by definition,
v 2 fR0 (u).
We have shown in [3] that regular R-closed st-languages defined over alphabets of two actions are
synchronization languages. So, it is interesting to compare fR and fR0 for such languages and it would
be interesting to get the same result with the new function.
Writing Simplification. Since j6j D 2, we take 6 D fa; bg, and, to be clearer we use Notation 3.1,
60 D fas; at ; bs; bt ; a¯s; a¯t ; ¯bs; ¯bt g. In this case, the system Re contains the rules
asbs $ bsas;
a¯sbs $ ¯bsas;
at bt $ bt at ;
at ¯bt $ bt a¯t ;
asbt $ ¯bt a¯s;
bsat $ a¯t ¯bs :
For each u 2 (6s [6t )⁄, we write u !R0 v if and only if u !⁄Re w with h(w) D v.
Now we show that fR and fR0 are equivalent in the case of alphabet of two actions.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let u; v be in (6s [6t )⁄. If j6j D 2 then‡
u !
R0
v
·
,
‡
u
⁄!
R
v
·
:
Proof. The implication from right to left is a consequence of Lemma 4.4. So it suffices to show the
converse.
Let us consider u; v 2 (6s [ 6t )⁄ such that u !R0 v. There exists w 2 60⁄ such that u !mRe w 2
h¡1(v). We show the property by induction on the length of the derivation under Re (here m). Clearly, the
property holds for a derivation of length zero. We consider a derivation u !R0 vwith u !mRe w 2 h¡1(v)
and m ‚ 1, we can take m D d(u; w). We have u !m¡1Re w1xyw2 !Re w1 y0x 0w2 D w. We can
distinguish two cases according to the last rule we use.
† If xy ! yx 62 fa¯t ¯bs ! bsat ; ¯bt a¯s ! asbt g. By induction hypothesis, u !⁄R h(w1xyw2).
Since there exists a rule h(x)h(y)! h(y)h(x) in R1 corresponding with the rule xy !⁄Re y0x 0 of Re,
we have immediately
u
⁄!
R
h(w1xyw2)!
R1
h(w1)h(y0)h(x 0)h(w2) D v:
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† If xy ! yx 2 fa¯t ¯bs ! bsat ; ¯bt a¯s ! asbt g, the two cases are symmetrical so it suffices to
consider one of them, we choose xy D a¯t ¯bs . Since u 2 6⁄0 and since at and bs have marks, we know
that we have applied to these letters, during the derivation, a rule bsat ! a¯t ¯bs or a rule asbt ! ¯bt a¯s
and, after that, in any order, the rules at ¯bt ! bt a¯t and a¯sbs ! ¯bsas .
As the derivation is minimal, the first case does not hold. We can writew1a¯t ¯bsw2 D u1b0u2a¯t ¯bsu3a0u4
with h(b0) D bt , h(a0) D as , h(u2) 2 (as C at )⁄ and h(u3) 2 (bs C bt )⁄. Since the derivation is minimal,
b0 has not commuted with any letter of u1 after its commutation with a¯t . So, we can group together the
derivations which concern the letters of u2 and b0 (we do the same for a0). The last rules concerning a¯t ,
¯bs , a0 and b0 are asbt ! ¯bt a¯s and then at ¯bt ! bt a¯t and a¯sbs ! ¯bsas , so we can also group these rules
together at the end of the derivation
u !iRe u1u02at asbt bsu03w4 !Re u1u02at ¯bt a¯sbsu03u4
!Re u1u02bt a¯t a¯sbsu03w4 !Re u1u02bt a¯t ¯bsasu03w4
!Re u1u02bt bsat asu03w4 !
j
Re u1b
0u2bsat asu03u4
!kRe u1b0u2bsat u3a0u4 D w
with i C 4C j C k D m. Since i • m ¡ 1, by induction hypothesis, we have u !⁄R v0 with
v0 D h(u1u02at asbt bsu03u4) D h(u1)h(u02)at asbt bsh(u03)h(u4)
D h(u1)h(u2)at asbt bsh(u3)h(u4)!
R
h(u1)h(u2)bt bsat ash(u3)h(u4):
Moreover, we know that h(u2) µ (as C at )⁄ and h(u3) µ (bs C bt )⁄ so we can continue,
u !⁄R v0 !R h(u1)h(u2)bt bsat ash(u3)h(u4)
!⁄R1 h(u1)bt h(u2)bsat h(u3)ash(u4) D h(w) D v:
As a conclusion, we have (u !R0 v)) (u !⁄R v).
The Projection Lemma 5.3 and the previous proposition show us that the system R0 has exactly the
properties we want:
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let u; v 2 (6s [6t )⁄; we have‡
u !
R0
v
·
,
‡
8a; b 2 6;5ab(u) ⁄!
R
5ab(v)
·
:
We have shown that the rewriting system R0 has many interesting properties from a technical point
of view. We will show in the following section that it suits the study of synchronization languages.
6. SYNCHRONIZATION LANGUAGES AND REWRITING SYSTEMS
In this section, we will consider the relation between the function fR0 and the synchronization lan-
guages. We will then compare other rewriting systems to fR0 .
6.1 Synchronization Languages and fR0
First, the function fR0 retains the interesting property of R: synchronization languages are closed
under fR0 .
PROPOSITION 6.1. An arbitrary synchronization language is closed under fR0 .
Proof. We will show this lemma by induction on the construction of synchronization languages.
Let L , L1, L2 be synchronization languages defined over 6s [6t .
† If L D " or L D xs xt with x 2 6, then L D fR0 (L).
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† If L D L1 C L2, for each u 2 L , there exists i 2 f1; 2g such that u 2 Li , since Li is closed
under fR0 , for each v such that v 2 fR0 (u), v 2 Li so, v 2 L .
† If L D L1 \ L2, for each u 2 L , u 2 L1 and u 2 L2. Since L1 and L2 are closed under fR0 , for
each v such that v 2 fR0 (u), v 2 L1 and v 2 L2 so v 2 L1 \ L2 D L .
† If L D L1 tt L2, let us show that L D fR0 (L) i.e., L1 tt L2 D fR0 (L1 tt L2). Clearly,
L1 tt L2 µ fR0 (L1 tt L2) so, it suffices to show fR0 (L1 tt L2) µ L1 tt L2.
If v 2 fR0 (L1 tt L2), there exists u 2 L1 tt L2 such that v 2 fR0 (u). According to the Projection
Lemma 5.3, for all a; b 2 6, we have 5ab(v) 2 fR0 (5ab(u). So if we denote u1 D 5alph(L1)(u),
u2 D 5alph(L2)(u), v1 D 5alph(L1)(v) and v2 D 5alph(L2)(v) then, for all a; b 2 6, we have 5ab(v1) 2
fR0 (5ab(u1)) and 5ab(v2) 2 fR0 (5ab(u2)). According to the Projection Lemma, we obtain, v1 2 fR0 (u1)
and v2 2 fR0 (u2) so v1 2 L1, v2 2 L2 and v 2 L1 tt L2.
† If L D L1:L2, according to Lemma 4.2, fR0 (L) D fR0 (L1):fR0 (L2). Since L1 and L2 are closed
under fR0 , we have immediately fR0 (L) D L1:L2 D L .
† If L D L⁄1, according to Lemma 4.2, fR0 (L) D (fR0 (L1))⁄. Since L1 is closed under fR0 , we have
immediately fR0 (L) D L⁄1 D L .
The function fR0 allows us to obtain a complete characterization when we consider finite languages:
the set of finite synchronization languages is exactly the set of finite st-languages closed under fR0 . We
also propose a method to associate a synchronization expression with the closure of one word.
LEMMA 6.1. Let u 2 (6s [ 6t )⁄ be an st-word. Let us denote by e(fR0 (5ab(u))) a synchronization
expression associated with the language fR0 (5ab(u)). Then; we have
fR0 (u) D L
‡ &
a 6Db26
eab
·
;
with for each a; b 2 6; a 6D b;
eab D e(fR0 (5ab(u))) k
x26nfa;bg
x⁄:
Proof. From Lemma 5.3, we deduce the equality
fR0 (u) D
\
a 6Db
•
fR0 (5ab(u))
GG
x26nfa;bg
(xs xt )⁄
‚
:
According to Proposition 5.1, for each occurrence of a and each occurrence b, we have fR0 (5ab(u)) D
fR(5ab(u)) and we are able to build a synchronization expression for fR(5ab(u)) (see [3] Proposition 4.8
and Lemma 4.12), so we can build an expression for fR0 (5ab(u)).
From the previous results, we deduce immediately a sufficient condition for a finite language to be
a synchronization language. Note that Salomaa and Yu [8] have also obtained a characterization of
finite synchronisation languages in another context. They have solved the problems mentioned in [3]
by extending the syntactic definition of synchronization expressions with an appropriate modification
of their semantics.
PROPOSITION 6.2. An arbitrary finite st-language closed under fR0 is a synchronization language.
The function fR0 seems to suit the study of synchronization languages. Now, we will see that no other
rewriting system suits better.
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6.2 Rewriting Systems
We use the function fR0 in order to characterize synchronization languages. Unfortunately, we do not
have the converse of Proposition 6.1, we have shown (in [3]) that the language
fR(bs(asat )⁄ccbt (asat )⁄ct )
is not a synchronization language, but we have
fR(bs(asat )⁄ccbt (asat )⁄ct ) D fR0 (bs(asat )⁄ccbt (asat )⁄ct ):
Nevertheless, we will show that the function fR0 is well appropriate to the study of synchronization
languages because there exists no greater function which verifies the properties we search.
LEMMA 6.2. For each rewriting system S such that each synchronization language defined over a
compatible alphabet of actions is closed under S; we have
8L µ ST6;
¡
L D fR06 (L)
¢) (fS(L) D L):
Proof. Let L D fR06 (L) µ ST6 , u 2 L and v such that
u
⁄!
S
v:
According to Lemma 6.1, fR06 (u) is a synchronization language. By hypothesis, synchronization lan-
guages are closed under S, so v 2 fR06 (u) that is to say v 2 L .
Now we can make this result precise in the case of rewriting systems working on factors of st-words.
It is natural to use such systems with st-languages.
LEMMA 6.3. For each rewriting system
S µ f(u; v) j 9u1; u2 s.t. u1uu2 2 ST6g
such that each synchronization language is closed under S; we have
((u; v) 2 S))
‡
u !
R06
v
·
:
Proof. Let (u; v) be in S. There exist u1 and u2 such that u1uu2 2 ST6 . We have
u1uu2 !
S
u1vu2:
According to Lemma 6.1, the language fR06 (u1uu2) is a synchronization language and, since by hypoth-
esis synchronization languages are closed under S, we have u1vu2 2 fR06 (u1uu2). Therefore, we have
u1uu2 !
R06
u1vu2:
From Simplification Lemma 4.4, we deduce
u !
R06
v:
From Lemma 6.2, we deduce the proposition:
PROPOSITION 6.3. For each alphabet of actions6 such that j6j > 2; there exists no rewriting system
S; finite or not, which verifies
1: each synchronization language is closed under S;
2: each regular st-language closed under S is a synchronization language.
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Proof. Let us suppose that there exists a rewriting system S, for an alphabet 6 containing n > 2
actions, which satisfies the above assumptions. Let us consider the language
L D fR06 (bs(asat )⁄csbt (asat )⁄ct ):
According to Lemma 6.2, L is closed under S but we have shown (in [3]) that L is not a synchronization
language. Contradiction.
The above-mentioned Lemma and Proposition allow us to conclude that the function fR0 is the best
for the study of synchronization languages even if it does not give a complete characterization of
synchronization languages. Moreover, this function gives an answer in the case of finite languages. This
case was not solved with the system R.
CONCLUSION
We have given a negative answer to the conjecture of Guo et al. [5, 6]. The extension of their
closure function we have defined has many well-known properties of commutation systems such as the
projection lemma or Levi lemma. Now, we have a complete tool to continue the study of synchronization
languages. Nevertheless, we have shown that it is not possible to obtain a complete characterization
of synchronization languages in terms of closure under any rewriting system of regular languages.
Nonetheless, we conjecture that the family of regular st-languages closed under our function corresponds
with the family of the images by strictly alphabetical morphisms (which preserve st-property) of the
family of synchronization languages.
APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 4.1
First, we will show the implication (1). Clearly, u verifies (1) so, it is sufficient to show that we keep
this property after one step of the derivation. Let us consider a word v such that for each factorization
v D v1(as; E)v2. We have
8y 2 E; jh(v1)jyt C jh(v1)jat ‚ 1
and a derivation v D w1xyw2 !Re w1 y0x 0w2 D w. We must show that whichever the rule we use to go
from v tow, (1) holds forw. We will detail the application of a rule s2, that is to say the case x D (as; E)
and y D (bs; F) with b 2 E . So, we have w D w1(bs; F [ fag)(as; Enfbg)w2. By hypothesis, we have
† for each factorization v D w11(zs;G)w12xyw2, we have
8y 2 G; jh(w11)jyt C jh(w11)jzt ‚ 1;
† for each factorization v D w1xyw21(zs;G)w22, we have
8y 2 G; jh(w1xyw21)jyt C jh(w1xyw21)jzt ‚ 1:
These two points are not changed by the application of the rule xy ! y0x 0 so, we must check that
8y 2 F [ fag; jh(w1)jyt C jh(w1)jbt ‚ 1:
By hypothesis, for each y 2 F we have jh(w1)jytCjh(w1)jbt ‚ 1 and for each y 2 E , we have jh(w1)jytC
jh(w1)jat ‚ 1, so, since b 2 E , we have jh(w1)jat C jh(w1)jbt ‚ 1. We also must check that
8y 2 Enfbg; jh(w1)jyt C jh(w1)jat ‚ 1;
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this comes from the hypothesis: for each y 2 E , jh(w1)jyt C jh(w1)jat ‚ 1. In the same way, whichever
rule of Re we use, we can easily verify that (1) holds for the word we obtain.
With a similar proof, we can show the implication (2).
Proof of Lemma 4.3
Clearly, it is sufficient to show the property for a derivation of length 1. Let u 2 L6 and v such that
u !Re v. There exist u1; u2 2 60⁄ and a rule zt ! t 0z0 2 Re such that uD u1ztu2 and v D u1t 0z0u2.
Then it is sufficient to verify that 5fi(z)fi(t)(v) has no forbidden factor when we know that 5fi(z)fi(t)(u)
has no forbidden factor. Let us denote a and b letters of 6 such that fi(z) D a and fi(t) D b and let us
consider the different cases:
† if5ab(u) D v1asbsv2 and5ab(v) D v1bsasv2, since u 2 L6 , we have v1 2 f";w1at ; w1bt g and
v2 2 fatw2; btw2g, so v 2 L6 ,
† if5ab(u) D v1a¯sbsv2 and5ab(v) D v1 ¯bsasv2, since u 2 L6 , we have v1 2 f";w1a¯t ; w1 ¯bt g and
v2 2 fatw2; btw2g, so v 2 L6 ,
† if 5ab(u) D v1at btv2 and 5ab(v) D v1bt atv2, since u 2 L6 , we have v1 2 fw1as; w1bsg and
v2 2 f"; asw2; bsw2g, so v 2 L6 ,
† if 5ab(u) D v1at ¯btv2 and 5ab(v) D v1bt a¯tv2, since u 2 L6 , we have v1 2 fw1as; w1bsg and
v2 2 f"; a¯sw2; ¯bsw2g, so v 2 L6 ,
† if 5ab(u) D v1asbtv2 and 5ab(v) D v1 ¯bt a¯sv2, since u 2 L6 , we have v1 2 fw1at ;w1bs;w1 ¯bsg
and v2 2 fatw2; bsw2g, so v 2 L6 ,
† if 5ab(u) D v1a¯t ¯bsv2 and 5ab(v) D v1bsatv2, since u 2 L6 , we have v1 2 fw1as;w1a¯s;w1bt g
and v2 2 fasw2; btw2; ¯btw2g, so v 2 L6 .
In each case, we obtain v 2 L6 .
Proof of Lemma 4.4
We show the lemma by induction on the length of the derivation under R. The property is obvious
when the length of the derivation is zero. If
u
m¡1¡!
Re
w!
R
v;
by induction hypothesis, for each u0 2 h¡1(u) \ L6 , there exists w0 2 h¡1(w) such that w0 2 fRe (u0).
Moreover, according to Lemma 4.3, w0 2 L6 . So, it suffices to show that there exists v0 2 fRe (w0) such
that h(v0) D v. In order to go from w to v, we can use a rule of R1 or a rule of R4. Let us consider the
two cases.
† If w!R1 v, we have w D w1xyw2 and v D w1 yxw2 with xy ! yx 2 R1. Since h(w0) D w,
there exists a factorization of w0 D w01ztw02 with h(w01) D w1, h(w2) D w2, h(z) D x and h(t) D y.
The word w0 2 L6 and xy is the left part of a rule of R so, there exists a rule zt ! t 0z0 2 Re and we
have w01ztw02 !Re w01t 0z0w02 D v0 with h(v0) D v.
† If w!R4 v, there exist factorizations of w and v:
w D w1a1t : : : akt a1s : : : aksb1t : : : blt b1s : : : blsw2
and
v D w1b1t : : : blt b1s : : : blsa1t : : : akt a1s : : : aksw2
with a1; : : : ; ak; b1; : : : ; bl pairwise distinct letters of6. We have h(w0) D w, sow0 D w01x1 : : : xk y1 : : :
yk z1 : : : zl t1 : : : tlw02 with for each 1 • i • k, h(xi ) D ait , h(yi ) D ais and for each j 2 f1; : : : ; lg,
h(z j ) D b jt , h(t j ) D b js , h(w01) D w1 and h(w02) D w2.
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Since w0 2 L6 , for each i , 1 • i • k and for each j , 1 • j • l, we have
5ai b j (w0) D 5ai b j (w01)ait aisb jt b js5ai b j (w02):
That is to say
8(x; E) 2 alph(x1 : : : xk y1 : : : yk); E \ fi(z1 : : : zl t1 : : : tl) D ;
and
8(x; E) 2 alph(z1 : : : zl t1 : : : tl); E \ fi(x1 : : : xk y1 : : : yk) D ;:
Therefore, using l times a rule s5 between each yi and all the z1; : : : ; zl , we have
w0 D w01x1 : : : xk y1 : : : yk z1 : : : zl t1 : : : tlw02
Re # (k £ l)
w01x1 : : : xk z
0
1 : : : z
0
l y
0
1 : : : y
0
k t1 : : : tlw
0
2
with y0i D (y; E [ fi(z1 : : : zl)) when yi D (y; E) and z0i D (z; F [ fi(y1 : : : yk)) when zi D (z; F). So,
it is possible to continue the derivation
w01x1 : : : xk z
0
1 : : : z
0
l y
0
1 : : : y
0
k t1 : : : tlw
0
2
s4 # (k £ l)
w01z1 : : : zl x
0
1 : : : x
0
k y
0
1 : : : y
0
k t1 : : : tlw
0
2
(
x 0i D (x; E [ (fi(z1 : : : zl))
if xi D (x; E)
s2 # (k £ l)
w01z1 : : : zl x
0
1 : : : x
0
k t
0
1 : : : t
0
l y1 : : : ykw
0
2
(
t 0i D (t; E [ fi(y1 : : : yk))
if ti D (t; E)
s6 # (k £ l)
w01z1 : : : zl t1 : : : tl x1 : : : xk y1 : : : ykw
0
2 D v0
We obtain h(v0) D w1b1t : : : blt b1s : : : blsa1t : : : akt a1s : : : aksw2 D v.
Proof of Lemma 4.5
Clearly, it is sufficient to show the property for a derivation u !⁄Re v of length 1. We take u D u1 yzu2,
v D u1z0y0u2 and v0 D u01z00y00u02. From the length of the derivation xv !jvjRe v0x 0, we deduce the
following four derivations:
xu1 !ju1jRe u01x 00;
x 00z0 !Re z00x 000;
x 000y0 !Re y00x (4);
x (4)u2 !ju2jRe u02x 0:
We have x 00yz !Re x 00z0y0 !Re z00x 000y0 !Re z00y00x (4), now, we will show that x 00yz !2Re
y000z000x (4) !Re z00y00x (4).
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Assertion. Let x; y; z be in 60. Then
‡
xyz!
Re
y0x 0z!
Re
y0z0x 00 !
Re
z00y00x 00
·
m‡
xyz!
Re
xz000y000 !
Re
z00x 000y000 !
Re
z00y00x 00
·
In order to show the assertion, it is sufficient to consider that fi(x), fi(y) and fi(z) are pairwise distinct
and to study the possible cases. For example, we can have x D (at ; fbg), y D (bs; fag) and z D (ct ; fag).
(at ; fbg)(bs; fag)(ct ; fag) (at ; fbg)(bs; fag)(ct ; fag)
# #
(bs; ;)(at ; ;)(ct ; fag) (at ; fbg)(ct ; fa; bg)(bs; fa; cg)
# #
(bs; ;)(ct ; ;)(at ; fcg) (ct ; fbg)(at ; fb; cg)(bs; fa; cg)
# #
(ct ; fbg)(bs; fcg)(at ; fcg)D (ct ; fbg)(bs; fcg)(at ; fcg)
We obtain the same result with the two derivations. We can easily get the same results in the other cases.
This ends the proof of the assertion.
We can apply the assertion to our derivation, we obtain
xu D xu1 yzu2 juj!
Re
u01 y
000z000u02x
0 !
Re
u01z
00y00u02x
0 D v0x 0;
with
u0 D u01 y000z000u02 !Re u
0
1z
00y00u02 D v0:
The proof of the implication from right to left is similar.
Proof of Basic Lemma 4.6
We will use an induction on the length of the derivation. Clearly, the property holds for a derivation
of length zero. Let us consider the derivation xu !m¡1Re w !Re u1x 0u2. The word w can be written
w D w1x 00w2 with fi(x) 62 fi(w1). By induction hypothesis, we have
u !⁄Re w01w2;
xw01 !jw1jRe w1x 00;
with h(w1) D h(w01). We must consider the last rule used in the derivation and to study the different
cases.
† If xu !m¡1Re w1x 00yu2 !Re w1 y0x 0u2 (here w2 D yu2 and u1 D w1 y0), we have
xu
⁄!
Re
xw01w2 D xw01 yu2
jw1j¡!
Re
w1x
00yu2 !
Re
w1 y0x 0u2:
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So xu !⁄Re u1x 0u2 with 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
u1 D w1 y0;
u !⁄Re w01 yu2;
xw01 y !kRe w1x 00y !Re w1 y0x 0;
jw1 y0j D k C 1;
h(w01 y) D h(w01)h(y) D h(w1)h(y0) D h(w1 y0):
† If xu !m¡1Re v1 yzv2x 0u2 !Re v1z0y0v2x 0u2 (here w1 D v1 yzv2, u1 D v1z0y0v2 and u2 D w2),
we have
u
⁄!
Re
v01 y
00z00v02u2 and xv01 y00z00v02
jv1 yzv2j
—¡!
Re
v1 yzv2x 0
with fi(x) 62 fi(v01 y00z00v02). So, we have
xv01 y
00z00v02
jv1 yzv2j
—¡!
Re
v1 yzv2x 0 and v1 yzv2
⁄!
Re
v1z
0y0v2:
From Lemma 4.5, we deduce
v01 y
00z00v02
⁄!
Re
v01z
000y000v02 and xv01z000y000v02
jv01z000 y000v02j
———¡!
Re
v1z
0y0v2x 0:
So xu !⁄Re u1x 0u2 with 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
u1 D v1z0y0v2;
u !⁄Re v01z000y000v02u2;
xv01z
000y000v02u2 !kRe v1z0y0v2x 0u2;
k D jv1z0y0v2j;
h(v1z0y0v2) D h(v01z000y000v02):
† If xu !m¡1Re u1 yx 00w2 !Re u1x 0y0w2 (here w1 D u1 y and u2 D y0w2), we have
u
⁄!
Re
u01 y
00w2 and xu01 y00
ju1 yj¡!
Re
u1 yx 00:
Therefore xu !⁄Re xu01 y00w2 !
ju1 y¡1j
Re u1x
000y00w2, since all the rules of Re are symmetrical and since
x 000y00 ! yx 00 ! x 0y0, we have x 000 D x 0 and y00 D y0. So xu !⁄Re u1x 0u2 with8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
u2 D y0w2;
u !⁄Re u01 y00w2;
xu01 y
00w2 !kRe u1x 0y0w2;
k D ju1j;
h(u1) D h(u01):
† If xu !m¡1Re u1x 0v1 yzv2 !Re u1x 0v1z0y0v2 (here w1 D u1, w2 D v1 yzv2 and u2 D v2z0y0v2),
we have
u
⁄!
Re
xu01v1 yzv2 !Re xu
0
1v1z
0y0v2
ju1j!
Re
u1x
0v1z0y0v2:
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So, we have immediately xu !⁄Re u1x 0u2 with8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
u2 D v1z0y0v2;
u !⁄Re u01v1z0y0v2;
xu01 !kRe u1x 0;
k D ju1j;
h(u01) D h(u1):
Proof of Levi Lemma 4.8
Let u1; u2; v1; v2 be in 60⁄ such that u1u2 !⁄Re v1v2. Let us show the lemma by induction on the
length of u1. Clearly, the property holds when ju1j D 0. When ju1j D n C 1, we note u1 D xw with
x 2 60 and w 2 60⁄. There are two possible factorizations of v1v2.
† In the first case, we have v1v2 D ”1x 0”2v2 with fi(x) 62 fi(”1). According to Lemma 4.6, we
have (
wu2 !⁄Re ” 01”2v2;
x” 01 !⁄Re ”1x 0:
By induction hypothesis, since wu2 !⁄Re ” 01”2v2 and jwj D n, we have
(
w!⁄Re fi1fi2;
u2 !⁄Re fl1fl2;
with fi(fi2) \ fi(fl1) D ; and
8><>:
fi2fl1 !⁄Re fl 01fi02;
fi1fl
0
1 !⁄Re ” 01”2;
fi02fl2 !⁄Re v2:
Therefore, we have immediately (
xw!⁄Re xfi1fi2;
u2 !⁄Re fl1fl2;
with
fi(fi2) \ fi(fl1) D ; and
8><>:
fi2fl1 !⁄Re fl 01fi02;
xfi1fl
0
1 !⁄Re x” 01”2 !⁄Re ”1x 0”2 D v1;
fi02fl2 !⁄Re v2:
† In the second case, we have v1v2 D v1”1x 0”2 with fi(x) 62 fi(v1”1). According to Lemma 4.6,
we have (
wu2 !⁄Re v01” 01”2;
xv01”
0
1 !⁄Re v1”1x 0:
By induction hypothesis, since wu2 !⁄Re v01” 01”2 and jwj D n, we have
(
w!⁄Re fi1fi2;
u2 !⁄Re fl1fl2;
with fi(fi2) \ fi(fl1) D ; and
8><>:
fi2fl1 !⁄Re fl 01fi02;
fi1fl
0
1 !⁄Re v01;
fi02fl2 !⁄Re ” 01”2:
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Since xv01” 01 !⁄Re v1”1x 0 according to distance Lemma 4.7, there exists a derivation xv01” 01 !⁄Re
v1x
00” 01 !⁄Re v1”1x 0. Since fi1fl 01 !⁄Re v01 and xv01 !⁄Re v1x 00 we deduce from Lemmas 4.5 and 4.7
xfi1fl
0
1 !⁄Re fi01x 000fl 01
!⁄Re fi01fl 001 x 00
!⁄Re v1x 00:
So, we have
xw !⁄Re xfi1fi2
⁄!
Re
fi01x
000fi2
u2 !⁄Re fl1fl2
with fi(x 000fi2) \ fi(fl1) 6D ;. Moreover, we have
x 000fi2fl1 !⁄Re x 000fl 01fi02
⁄!
Re
fl 001 x
00fi02
fi01fl
0
1 !⁄Re v1
x 00fi02fl2 !⁄Re ” 01”2
⁄!
Re
”1x
0”2:
Proof of Lemma 5.1
Let us show the lemma by induction on the length of the derivation u !⁄Re v. Clearly, The property
holds when the length of the derivation is zero. Let u and v be two words such that u !mRe v with
m ‚ 1, there exists w 2 60⁄ such that u !m¡1Re w !Re v. By induction hypothesis, for all a; b 2 6,
5ab(u)!⁄Re 5ab(w). Let us consider the derivation w!Re v:
w D w1(x; E)(y; F)w2 !
Re
v D w1(y; F 0)(x; E 0)w2:
So, the rule
(x; E \ fyg)(y; F \ fxg)! (y; F 0 \ fxg)(x; E 0 \ fyg)
is a rule of Re.
For all a; b 2 6 such that fa; bg 6D ffi(x); fi(y)g, 5ab(w) D 5ab(v), so, it is sufficient to consider
5fi(x)fi(y). For this projection, we have
5fi(x)fi(y)(w) D 5fi(x)fi(y)(w1)(x; E \ fyg)(y; F \ fxg)5fi(x)fi(y)(w2)
Re#
5fi(x)fi(y)(w1)(y; F 0 \ fxg)(x; E 0 \ fyg)5fi(x)fi(y)(w2) D 5fi(x)fi(y)(v):
Therefore, for all a; b 2 6, we have 5ab(u)!⁄Re 5ab(v).
Proof of Lemma 5.2
Let us show this lemma by induction on the length of u. Clearly the property holds when juj D 0.
Let u; v be in 60⁄ such that juj D m ‚ 1 and for all a; b 2 6, 5ab(v) 2 fRe (5ab(u)). We take
u D xu1 and v D v1x 0v2 with fi(x) 62 fi(v1) so, we have 5ab(v1x 0v2) 2 fR(5ab(xu1)), that is to say
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5ab(x)5ab(u1)!⁄Re 5ab(v1)5ab(x 0)5ab(v2). According to Lemma 4.6, we have8><>:
5ab(u1)!⁄Re (5ab(v1))05ab(v2);
5ab(x)(5ab(v1))0 !kRe 5ab(v1)5ab(x 0);
k D j5ab(v1)j:
So, for all a; b 2 6, we have 5ab(u1)!⁄Re (5ab(v1))05ab(v2).
Now, we will build a word v01 such that h(v01) D h(v1) and such that for all factorization v01 D
w1(x; E)w2, we have E D
S
b26 Eb when for each b 2 6, (5fi(x)b(v1))0 D fi(x; Eb)fl with jh(w1)jx D
jh(fi)jx . By construction, for all a; b 2 6, we have 5ab(v01) D (5ab(v1))0. Since ju1j D m ¡ 1, by
induction hypothesis, u1 !⁄Re v01v2 so, xu1 !⁄Re xv01v2.
Now we will show by induction on the length of v01 that xv01 !⁄Re v1x 0. We know that for all a; b 2 6,
5ab(x)5ab(v01)!j5ab(v1)jRe 5ab(v1)5ab(x 0). We take v01 D y0w01 (so we have v1 D yw1) and we consider
the following derivation:
5fi(x)fi(y)(x)5fi(x)fi(y)(v01)
j5fi(x)fi(y)(v1)j
————¡!
Re
5fi(x)fi(y)(v1)5fi(x)fi(y)(x 0):
Since the length of the derivation is j5fi(x)fi(y)(v1)j, we have
5fi(x)fi(y)(x)5fi(x)fi(y)(y0w01)!Re 5fi(x)fi(y)(y
0)05fi(x)fi(y)(x)005fi(x)fi(y)(w0¡11 );
with 5fi(x)fi(y)(y0)0 D 5fi(x)fi(y)(y), that is to say yx 00 2 fRe (xy0). If we denote k D j5fi(x)fi(y)(v1)j
¡ 1, we have
5fi(x)fi(y)(x)005fi(x)fi(y)(w01)
k!
Re
5fi(x)fi(y)(w1)5fi(x)fi(y)(x 0):
By induction hypothesis, w1x 0 2 fRe (x 00w01) so, we have xv01 D xy0w01 !⁄Re yx 00w01 !⁄Re yw1x 0 D
v1x
0
. As a conclusion, we have u D xu1 !⁄Re v1x 0v2 D v.
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